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DISCOVER OUR SUMMER CAMPS 2022
Located 90 minutes from Paris, our green and safe 148-acre campus will
welcome your child for an unforgettable experience!
Discover a stay made up of French lessons, memorable cultural excursions and
activities, each one more fun than the other. The opportunity for students to
make friends from every corner of the world!

Paris

Enjoy our special Early Bird rate: any Summer Camp registration 80% paid before
March 31st, 2022, will be granted a special 5% discount. Applicable to all Summer
Camps programmes and durations.

INTENSIVE FRENCH CAMP - Age 11-18
- From 3 to 31 July 2022
- From 2 to 4 weeks
- 32 hours of French lessons per
2-week session
- 10 to 15 pupils per class, native
teachers

- Numerous sports, social and
cultural activities adapted to 11-18
year-olds
- Possibility to combine with
thematic courses: 2 weeks Intensive
French + 2 weeks French / Tennis

- 4 excursions per 2-week course

Dates and fees The school reserves the right not to open certain dates if the number of students is not sufficient.
2 weeks

4 weeks

from 07/03 to 07/17
from 07/17 to 07/31

from 07/03 to 07/31

€ 2 800

€ 5 300

For any other date, please check with us.

« LANGUAGE + THEMATIC » - Age 12-18
- From 3 to 31 July 2022, 2 weeks
- 32 hours of French

- Great mix between French lessons, thematic activities and excursions.

- 5 to 12 students per group

- 4 excursions per 2-week course

- Go-Karting, Tennis, Horseback
Riding, Aviation, Cooking

- Option to combine with
Intensive French Language courses

- Sports activities and theme
evenings

Dates and fees

The school reserves the right not to open certain dates if the number of students is not sufficient.

Go-Karting

Tennis

Horseback Riding *

Aviation*

Cooking

from 07/03 to 07/17
from 07/17 to 07/31

from 07/03 to 07/17
from 07/17 to 07/31

from 07/03 to 07/17
from 07/17 to 07/31

from 07/03 to 07/17
from 07/17 to 07/31

from 07/03 to 07/17
from 07/17 to 07/31

€ 4 300

€ 3 600

3600 €

€ 9 000€

€ 3 400

*minimum of 4 students to open the Horseback riding and Aviation courses.
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Catherine JANVIER
Director of French as a Foreign Language programme
Ecole des Roches

Mrs. Janvier, could you briefly present the French as a Foreign Language summer courses at École
des Roches?
Our summer courses have been running for over 30 years and enjoy an excellent reputation in many
countries thanks to the hundreds of young people we welcome, and who return year after year. Teenagers come to experience an intense and unique experience at École des Roches on a large, secure
campus which includes accommodation, classrooms, a school restaurant, spaces for activities and
sports facilities. The young students are supervised by a dynamic and caring team and practise the
French language throughout the day and live ‘à la française’. The educational programme is enriched
by numerous cultural outings which allow them to discover Paris and many other unmissable places!
How does the learning of French take place during the summer courses?
The programme is based on three pillars:
• French courses in small groups at different levels based on a communicative approach ;
• The excursions are prepared in class leading to a better knowledge of French culture and
civilisation
• Fun activities and sports, always in French.
This combination allows teenagers to interact daily in French with their classmates and the adults in
the school which develops their communication skills. It is therefore an active learning experience.
Progress is clearly made as the weeks go by.
What is the role of the teachers during the course?
Teachers play an essential role as they are qualified and experienced professionals who are very attentive
to young people. They guarantee a balance between linguistic success and the personal development
of each learner. They take part in activities and cultural excursions and give the children the pleasure of
learning but above all of practising the language outside the classroom.
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THE FFL PROGRAMME IN SUMMER
The programme corresponds to the requirements of the CEFR (Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages) and all levels are
represented (A1, A2, B1, B2). The courses are based on a communicative
approach with oral practice. We focus on interaction and encourage the
development of communication skills.
Each class group consists on average of 12 students of similar age and level.
Classes are dynamic and give priority to oral comprehension and expression.
What students learn in class is useful for life on the school campus, in boarding
school and in communication with other students and adults in the school.
Pupils are encouraged to participate actively and creatively in every lesson.
The teachers of the summer courses are all qualified FLE specialists with
extensive teaching experience. They are selected for their pedagogical skills
and their ability to listen.
• In the morning: we work on oral and written comprehension and
expression skills using a variety of learning materials, including a course
book.
• In the afternoon: presentation of the activities proposed by the school
in the afternoon and evening and preparation for cultural outings. The
students produce a diary of outings which reflects the knowledge they
have gained and their impressions, and decorated with photos and/or
drawings.
• After snack: more fun activities and possibly the preparation of an activity
that can be presented during an evening show.
• Every other Saturday morning: the students go to the Verneuil market
supervised by their teachers. This is an opportunity to put the students in a
communication situation and to have them carry out an activity prepared
beforehand in class.
At the end of the course, the students receive a pedagogical report and a
certificate of training.

Tests
L’Ecole des Roches allows its students aged 14 and over to assess their knowledge and skills of the
French language by taking the TCF (Test de Connaissance du Français).
The school is an approved centre of France Education International which issues an official certificate
valid for two years. A session is organised at the end of July.
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EXCURSIONS
Our geographical location allows us to move within a fairly wide radius from the north of the Normandy
to the south with the Loire castles. Paris, located only 90 minutes from the school, offers the opportunity
for students to discover the great Parisian places such as, for instance, Eiffel Tower or Champs Elysées.
During a 2-week course, 4 unforgettable cultural and fun excursions are organised and supervised by
the teachers or the house managers.
Students will have the opportunity to discover prestigious historical sites and places of French
heritage, such as Paris, Versailles or Deauville. But also, more entertaining outings, such as Disneyland
or a Tree climbing afternoon.
Examples of excursions*:

Arc de Triomphe

Disneyland Paris

Arc de Triomphe is a symbol of France. At
50 metres high, it is the biggest arch in the
world. At the top of this building, built on a
roundabout, there is a fantastic view on
the 12 avenues surrounding the arch.

Disneyland Paris is a magical destination that
includes two theme parks full of attractions,
restaurants and shops for visitors of all ages.

Paris and the Louvre Museum

Tree Climbing

The Louvre is the most visited museum in the
world. It was originally the home of the Kings of
France. It became a museum in 1793, but the decor
remains the same. Since then, thousands of works
of art have been exhibited there. Today, the Louvre
is divided into galleries with different exhibitions.

Discover an adventure course of several successions
of perilous, acrobatic and physical passages in
balance, linking a platform fixed on a tree to the next
one, in a mostly standing position. Balance, courage
and fun will be on the programme!

*Excursion as an example, for information purposes only
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SPORTS & ACTIVITIES
To make friends and memories, there’s nothing like the sports and fun activities that take place the in daily
life of the summer courses!
Students have the opportunity to practise many sports on campus such as go-karting, tennis, swimming,
badminton, football, dance, fitness, basketball, archery, beach volley, yoga...
A multitude of fun activities complete the daily programme: cooking and baking, creative leisure activities,
role-playing, board games, Olympics, treasure hunts, Miss & Mister Rocks elections, barbecue evenings,
disco evenings...
Activities as an example, for information purposes only

We make each stay an exceptional Summer Camp experience full of surprises.
• Special Day: learn tricks with a magician or participate to the Olympics of your life for a
full day of fun and discoveries.
• Pool party / barbecue evening
• Surprise evening: dancing, playing music or singing, one evening will be devoted to a
talent show that will reveal the ‘performer’ in every child!
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ACCOMMODATION
Our students are accommodated in spacious boarding houses by gender and age, regardless of nationality.
They are in pleasant rooms with two to eight beds. The houses, which have recently been renovated,
all have a fitness room, a games room, a home-cinema lounge, a kitchen and other common areas. The
entire campus has high-speed Wifi.
The campus is fully fenced and monitored day and night. The young people are supervised 24
hours a day by adults, boarding parents, teachers or monitors, on average there is one adult for
every 10 children.
The students are welcomed and looked after by heads of household, who are the adults who will help
them settle in and who are responsible for their well-being and their safety.
In order to make the stay as enriching as possible, the school makes sure that there is an international
mix in each bedroom.

FOOD SERVICE
To really understand a country, it is important to taste its typical dishes! Our self-service restaurant offers
balanced, healthy and varied meals, prepared on site by the chef and his team. Each student chooses his
or her own menu from a wide selection of starters, hot dishes, dairy products, fruit and desserts.
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INTENSIVE FRENCH CAMPS
10 - 18 year old

The Intensive French course is aimed at young people aged 11 to 18 who wish to discover or improve
their French language skills while taking advantage of a varied programme of cultural, recreational
and sporting activities.
French lessons A 2-week session includes 32 hours of French. Participants are divided into classes
of different levels (according to the CEFR classification) and are supervised by native teachers
specialised in teaching French to foreigners.
The pedagogical programme is based on 5 main pillars:
• A French placement test on arrival
• 32 hours of French lessons on a 2 week period
• 4 excursions
• Sports and activities in French
• A langage competence report at the end of the course and a course certificate
This course is also recommended for future IB (International Baccalaureate) students wishing to prepare for French B or
French Ab inito.
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LANGUAGE + CAMPS
FRENCH & KARTING
(number of places limited to 10 students per session, minimum height 145 cm)

Go-Karting programme
Very popular during the academic year, we are opening the Karting activity to our summer students as well.
• This programme allows participants to discover the mechanics
of a kart and how to best maintain their vehicle. Essential safety
notions will also be taught to allow all students to practise safely.
• Finally, the students will take their place in the karting for training
sessions. A total of 12 hours of karting (theory and practice) in a
2-week session.
The pedagogical programme is based on 5 main pillars:
• A French placement test on arrival
• 32 hours of French lessons on a 2 week period
• 4 excursions
• Sports and activities in French
• A langage competence report at the end of the course and a
course certificate

FRENCH & TENNIS

AGE 12 - 18 (for experienced tennis players)
Tennis programme
• The aim of the course is to reinforce their skills, perfect their technique and meet other players. Training is provided by a state-qualified tennis teacher.
• Personalised coaching is offered throughout the course. The
youngsters practice in groups divided into levels.
• The course includes training and matches spread over two weeks.
In particular, the following points will be covered: physical and mental preparation, fundamentals of the game, routines and technical
basics, tactics, observation and sense of play in situations. A total of
12 hours of tennis in a 2-week session.
The pedagogical programme is based on 5 main pillars:
• A French placement test on arrival
• 32 hours of French lessons on a 2 week period
• 4 excursions
• Sports and activities in French
• A langage competence report at the end of the course and a course
certificate
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FRENCH & HORSEBACK RIDING

AGE 12 - 18

Horseback Riding programme
• Designed for experienced riders, the horseback riding course will allow
students to practice 4 times a week.
•

Young horse lovers will find in this course a subtle balance between
theoretical learning and practical sessions on horseback. This course is
aimed at male and female riders who practice horseback riding regularly.

•

Each rider is monitored individually by the equestrian trainer and a
progression plan is drawn up at the beginning of the course after an initial
assessment of the rider’s skills.

•

A total of 12 hours of horseback riding in a 2-week session.

The pedagogical programme is based on 5 main axes:
• A French placement test on arrival
• 32 hours of French lessons on a 2 week period
• 4 excursions
• Sports and activities in French
• A langage competence report at the end of the course and a course
certificate

FRENCH & AVIATION

AGE 15 - 18 (minimum height 165 cm, minimum of 4 students to open the course)
Aviation programme (24 hours of aviation)
• For young air sports enthusiasts, the school has developed an exclusive
programme for discovering and learning how to fly in tourist aircraft link to
Pratical Work during the school year.
•

The aviation courses are organised over 3 to 4 half-days per week and
consist of: theory lessons (knowledge of the aircraft, weather, regulations,
navigation), discovery of the aircraft (aerodynamics, taxiing, take-off,
flight, turns, climbing, power management, flying over the school,
stalling, landing), handling of the aircraft (laps, arrival procedures and an
introduction to navigation).

•

At the end of the course, participants will have the chance to make a long
flight at the controls of a 4-seater aircraft, and they will receive a logbook
and a certificate.

The pedagogical programme is based on 5 main axes:
• A French placement test on arrival
• 32 hours of French lessons on a 2 week period
• 4 excursions
• Sports and activities in French
• A langage competence report at the end of the course and a course
certificate
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FRENCH & COOKING

AGE 12 - 18

Cooking programme
• Designed for a young international audience wanting to discover the secrets
of the French cooking. The course programme revolves around workshops
on French gastronomy.
•

Students are supervised by professional instructors and teachers specialised
in gastronomy.

•

Participants will have 2 cooking class per week, a total of 6 hours to discover
many receipts to redo once home!

The pedagogical programme is based on 5 main axes:
• A French placement test on arrival
• 32 hours of French lessons on a 2 week period
• 4 excursions
• Sports and activities in French
• A langage competence report at the end of the course and a course
certificate

PROVISIONAL TIMETABLE
Below are the provisional schedules for the Intensive French language camp.
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Rest

9:00 - 13:00

Lessons

Lessons

Lessons

Lessons

13:00 - 14:00

Lunch and free time

Lunch and free time

lunch and free time

Lunch and free time

Thematic activity or
Thematic activity or
Multi-sports activities Multi-sports activities

17:00 - 19:00

Free time

Free time

Thematic activity or
Thematic activity or
Multi-sports activities Multi-sports activities
Free time

Free time

ARRIVAL /
DEPARTURE /
EXCURSION

14:00 - 17:00

EXCURSION

Monday
8:00

MULTISPORTS
ACTIVITIES

19:00 - 20:00

Dinner and free time

Dinner and free time

Dinner and free time

Dinner and free time

20:00 - 20:30

Roll call

Roll call

Roll call

Roll call

Roll call

20:30 - 22:30

Sports - activities

Sports - activities

Sports - Activities

Sports - activities

Sports - activities

22:30

Bedtime

Bedtime

Bedtime

Bedtime

Bedtime

Bedtime

Dinner and free time

Bedtime

Schedule as an example, for information purposes only

Final timetables (Intensive French language camp and «Language +» camp) will be communicated to families
prior to the start of the Summer Camps.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
PAYMENT METHODS
Deposit

A € 1000 deposit is required to confirm your reservation. The balance is due latest 3 weeks prior to the
beginning of the stay. You can pay by bank transfer or credit card (Visa & MasterCard).

Cancellation

Any cancellation after 1st of June 2022 will not be refunded.

Security Deposit

A € 300 security deposit is required to cover possible unexpected expenses (medical expenses,
damages to the school’s equipment or special transfer from/to the airport). This security deposit will
be secured by a pre-authorisation on your credit card. Any amount charged on the credit card will be
announced in advance by email to the card owner.

ARRIVALS
Sundays 3, 17 July 2022

DEPARTURE
Sundays 17, 31 July 2022

Supervisors welcome students at the airport arrival exit with
a board sign « Ecole des Roches » for flights arriving at:
- CHARLES-DE-GAULLE airport between 10am and 3pm.

SUPPLEMENT

			

Supervisors will accompany students back to the airport and
help them proceed with check-in formalities for flights leaving
from:
- CHARLES-DE-GAULLE airport between 11am and 3pm

Any transfer on another date or time slot will be charged € 200.
Any early arrival or late departure resulting in extra days on campus will be charged € 140 per day.

OPTIONS
T.C.F. French Language Proficiency Test for students aged
14 & above.

Price

Time and place

registration

145 €

The exam will be taken
on-campus
in July 26th 202

Fill in a registration form
before end of June 2022

(Includes registration fees, training & diploma posting by mail)

HEALTH PROTOCOL
COVID-19 We are asking all our Summer Camp 2022 students to have an health pass validated, which mean:
- have a proof of full vaccination (with a vaccine recognised by the European Union)
- or proof of a positive RT-PCR or antigenic test result attesting to the recovery of Covid-19, dated at least 11 days and less
than 4 months ago.
Ecole des Roches reserves the right to proceed to antigenic tests during the stay to keep the camp as safe as possible.
MASK : wearing a mask in class and at the boarding house is mandatory. Students can take it off outside if social
distancing is respected.

NB : A welcome booklet called «Prepare your trip» will be sent to you once the registration of your child/children has been
completed.

Contact
ecoledesroches@ecoledesroches.com
Tel. +33 (0)2 32 60 40 00
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